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Awakenings  
Olof Heilo, SRII director 

Through the winter of 2022 Istanbul was repeatedly embedded in thick, soft layers of snow. The first 
blizzard struck in late January, the last one in the middle of March. For the short periods that the snow 
remained lying on hills and domes from Çamlıca to Eyüp, it transformed the city on the Bosphorus into an 
unreal, dreamlike landscape. Schools closed, deliveries were stopped and flights cancelled, while videos 
went viral showing people all across Istanbul devoting their energy to frolicking snowball fights in the 
streets.  

The whole year had started in a similar interstage of sleep and wake. After an autumn semester when it had 
received visitors but kept arrangements virtual, our institute was hoping to resume pre-pandemic activities 
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Fellowship report:  
Migration and Religion in (Late) Antiquity
Religion is frequently seen as an important identity marker for both, migrants, and host societies. It often 
serves as an interface for distinction between ‘them’ and ‘us’. In populist discourse, such distinctions are 
routinely negatively connoted, sometimes with hostile undertones even. But was there an analogous 
distinction (and hostility) towards ‘foreigners’ and their religions in the Roman antiquity? And what role 
did play religion for migrants and hosts in the Roman world? These questions are situated at the very heart 
of my research activities. 

During my stay in the Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul (SRII), I focused on one particularly 
puzzling phenomenon: the long-distance relocation of relics in late antiquity. At the first sight, this topic 
hardly seems to be relevant for studying migration and religion. A closer look, however, reveals that 
‘migrating bones’ had enormous impact at both ends of the migration process and shaped religious and 
social life, economy, and sacred landscape in various ways. 

Whether human remains were considered as polluting in classical antiquity is widely debated. The rigorous 
separation of the world of the living (polis) and the world of the dead (necropolis) was, however, a fact. 
Serious efforts were made to please the dead and keep them outside the sphere of living. This classical 
reservation begun to fade away in the mid-fourth century. The driving force behind the shift was the 
popular Christian belief that martyrs mortal remains share the same divine powers which empowered 
martyrs to face death when witnessing Christ. This belief in the spiritual agency turned impure pieces of 
corporeal remains into powerful relics (from Latin reliquiae, “remains”), to highly portable tokens of 
salvation, source of sacredness, and therefore of immense (symbolic) value.  

The first cults and shrines emerged where the martyrs were buried: in the necropoles outside the city walls. 
Especially in the Greek speaking Eastern part of the Roman Empire, Christians begun to exhume and 
relocate martyrs’ bodies within the walls. For whatever reasons they decided to move the remains, this 
practice seriously influenced the local community in many ways. The relocation facilitated access to the 
miracle working powers of the relics and ensured ecclesial control over the cult and shrine. By replacing 
old deities, the new heroes of faith reinforced Christian identity as well. Considering the importance of 
relics for the life of the local population it is hardly surprising that the vast majority of relic relocations 
took place regionally, in the close geographic vicinity to the tomb.  

This was, however, not always the case. Sometimes crossed bodies or body parts the Empire and traveled 
thousands of kilometers before they found their (supposedly) final resting places. Such relocations are 
remarkable particularly considering the above-mentioned functions of relics for the local community and 
raise many questions: Why ‘abandoned’ the local community the relic and let it ‘simply’ go? Why were 
martyrs’ bodies moved across the Empire in the first place? Which actors and mechanisms played a role in 
these long-distance displacements? How did the local community react to the relocation, and what 
happened after the removal of the sacred bodies? How were these tokens moved? Which narratives, 
customs and traditions moved together with the mortal remains?
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Preliminary results show three distinct patterns, one of which has a notable constantinopolitan ‘flavor’. It 
seems, the capital of the Eastern Empire was one of largest ‘importers’ of relics. What is more, the imperial 
family sponsored these imports and graduated quickly to the most important acuter of relic relocations 
before the rise of the relic trade in the 7th century. This result is not particularly surprising. Since 
(re-)founded in 324, the city and its church could neither claim apostolic origins, nor host mortal remains 
of heroes of the early Christian era: apostles, martyrs, evangelists, or alike. Despite all splendor, ‘second 
Rome’ was indeed ‘second’ in this respect. The city was ill-equipped to compete with ‘old’ Rome’s rich 
apostolic and martyr tradition, which was also largely disadvantageous in the rivalry for the universal 
authority over the church. Truly symptomatic for this problem is the Church of the Holy Apostles erected 
by emperor Constantine the Great (306–337): even though the church was dedicated to the twelve 
apostles, it housed either their cenotaphs (honorary empty tombs) or markers only. 

Constantine II (337–361) seems to be the first emperor who made serious attempts to polish up the 
spiritual glory of the ‘new Rome’ by ‘importing’ some powerful relics. He ordered imperial officers to 
acquire–or closer to the reality, to harvest–relics of illustrious figures such as the Apostle Andrew or Paul’s 
disciple Timothy. It is probably needless to say that the imperial shopping tour was a ‘great’ success. What 
could possibly undertake a provincial bishop when facing the imperial order? He could hardly do more 
than to show the way to the tomb and to watch its de facto plunder.  

While ancient historians do usually not bother to reflect about the (desperate) situation of the looted 
communities, they developed remarkably creative strategies to mitigate the loss. For the spiritual 
reconfiguration of the cult, for instance, they relied on the notion of ‘contact relic’. This notion assumes 
that an object absorbs the divine powers of sacred bodies if in physical contact. Since the tomb housed the 
mortal remains for centuries in closest physical contact, the relic’s presence turned the grave naturally into 
a contact relic. Although such contact relics were considered as substitutes, their spiritual powers were 
beyond any doubt. Indeed, empty tombs begun to work miracles soon after the removal of the bodies. 

Migrating relics had not only impacted the community of departure, but also the city of arrival. A sermon 
of the cherished patriarch of Constantinople, John Chrysostom (ca. 347–407) draws for instance a vivid 
picture of the pompous festivities which were celebrated on the arrival of Phocas’ relic in the capital:  

”Yesterday our city was splendid, splendid, and glorious, not because it had columns, but because it had a martyr coming to 
us in procession from Pontus. […] Let no one miss out from this holy festival! […] For even the emperors are dancing together 
with us. What excuse then does a commoner have when the emperors give up their royal courts? Such is indeed the power 
of the martyrs that it captures not only the commoners, but also those wearing the crowns!” (Trans. E. Rizos).  

Apparently, the Constantinopleans rolled out the red carpet for the arrival of human remains. In fact, it 
was received with the highest possible honours in presence of the imperial couple. This shows the 
importance, significance, and highly symbolic value of relics for both, state, and the church. The local 
population was, however, less enthusiastic and stayed away in large numbers, as the complaining tone of 
the sermon indicates. Chrysostom therefore exhorted his audience to join the celebrations for their own 
souls’ sake. We do not know whether his exhortation was successful. But obviously, some things don’t 
change. 
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Admittedly, my choice to stay and to conduct this research at SRII was primarily driven by practical 
considerations. Located in the heart of Istanbul, it offers lodging and library access all day and night. In 
short, perfect working conditions for focused work. It became soon after marrival clear, SRII is much 
more than that. The disciplinary diversity of residents was a continuous source of inspiration in countless 
occasions. Some kitchen-table-discussions turned out to be more stimulating than days long reading. 
Seminars, excursions, site visits combined with Olof ’s enthusiasm and intimate knowledge of Istanbul’s 
past and present made this stay to an eye-opener and to an unforgettable adventure in search for the city’s 
largely scattered Byzantine and antique past. The time I spent at the SRII was one of the most inspiring 
research stays I ever had, especially after two years of pandemic-related intellectual isolation.  

Ett stort tack till alla på institutet! 




